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Executive Summary  
 
 Existing research explains reasons why nonprofit organizations and local governments 
collaborate in both formal and informal partnerships to increase the volume or speed of service 
delivery, reduce overhead costs, and maximize the efficient use of taxpayer dollars. In this focus, 
the author examines two methods utilized by Cobb County government to supply funding to 
local nonprofit organizations.  Based on interviews with department and program directors of 
partnering agencies, the study found that Cobb County delivers between $15 and $17 million 
annually to nonprofit agencies via two unique partnerships.  Through a partnership with a 
nonprofit known as the Cobb Community Collaborative, Cobb County disperses $1.2 million of 
the County General Fund via a competitive grant process overseen by nonprofit agency 
executives. By partnering with a private company, W. Frank Newton Inc., over $15 million of 
Community Development Block Grant state and federal grants are dispersed to nonprofit 
organizations within the county.     
 This case study is an exploratory analysis designed to provide an in‐depth understanding of 
the structure of the partnerships that enabled Cobb County government to effectively support the 
needs of its neediest citizens.  The purpose of this research is to help Cobb County citizens 
understand the efficacy and efficiency their government employs by contracting with subject-
matter experts to review and administer grant monies to nonprofit organizations.  This study also 
aims to inspire other government and nonprofit leaders to collaborate for more prudent use of 
resources, but also for the betterment of their respective constituencies.  The holistic approach of 
this study is intended to give readers an understanding of the administrative structure, grant 
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solicitation process, grantee application review process, and grantee responsibilities in both the 
grant deployment methods of the Cobb Community Collaborative and the Community 
Development Block Grant Program Office of W. Frank Newton, Inc.  
 While not possible within the time constraints of a one-semester project, this author would 
like to extend the research done here to a more formal comparative analysis of both 1) methods 
used by all counties in the Atlanta Metropolitan Statistical Area to disperse federal and state 
grants for nonprofit organizations, and 2) the amount or percentage of county General Fund 
dollars dispersed annually to nonprofit organizations. Based on a preliminary review of 
Community Development Block Grant training materials used by the Georgia Office of 
Community Development and unofficial feedback from industry professionals, I believe the 
results of such an examination would show Cobb County as a pioneer in outsourcing these 
processes with minimal outsourcing costs.  I also predict that a financial analysis of how much 
each Atlanta metropolitan county gives from its general fund to nonprofit organizations would 
produce tangible evidence that Cobb County government leaders have historically been highly 
philanthropic in giving more back to their citizenry than other counties.   
 In sum, the author hopes that this study may serve as a seedling in the policy process. 
Perhaps additional studies may give an accurate depiction of the needs numerous metro counties 
have for their local governments to donate a portion of surplus funds to nonprofit organizations.  
This optimism is not unbridled in light of the current economic shortfalls facing all Georgia 
counties.  Perhaps, the policy implications of the partnerships between public organizations and 
nonprofit organizations will be decades away, but tomorrow’s achievements begin with today’s 
hopes and aspirations.             
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Public-Nonprofit Partnership: 
A Case Study of Cobb County Government 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Nonprofit organizations and government try to address many of the same societal problems, but 
not always in the same ways. Their relationship has long been symbiotic and adversarial, with 
events and opportunities continually coloring or governing their interactions. The sectors can 
cooperate on one issue while butting heads on another, continuously prodding the other to do 
more and do it better (Boris and Steuerle, 2006, xi). 
 
 Government entities, local, state or federal, exist and provide services and protection to 
citizens. In the United States, police, fire, roads, education, health services, recreation amenities, 
and urban planning are often administered at the local or county level.  Meanwhile, the global 
definition of a nonprofit organization is an entity that exists to provide social benevolence 
services not already provided by the government.  As the quote above suggests, often the societal 
problems that a nonprofit organization (NPO) aims to improve are the same goals of the local 
municipality.  
 Ethicists and politicians alike have given much wind to exactly where the roles of 
government and NPOs should and should not overlap. Should taxpayers’ money be used by the 
local government to provide housing to needy families? Or is the provision of housing to needy 
families a more appropriate function for a religious or private social service organization? Is it 
the responsibility of government to provide for citizens when they cannot provide for 
themselves? Should this beneficence be the sole responsibility of the nonprofit sector? This 
author sides with Osbourne’s assertion that “In general, partnerships (between government and 
private entities) can be argued to be an effective way of overcoming market imperfections that 
are caused by externalities” (Osbourne, 2000, 19).  Because the two entities have a basic synergy 
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in their core purposes—to promote the public good—collaborations between government and 
NPOs obviously can be structured to conserve resources of manpower, capital, finances, etc. 
 As a citizen and taxpayer of Cobb County, Georgia, this researcher seeks to examine the 
ways in which Cobb County partners with NPOs for service delivery. This research endeavors to 
answer the following two questions: 1) How does Cobb County partner with local nonprofit 
organizations to serve its citizens? and, 2) Are these partnerships conserving resources? If not, 
what might be done to improve the efficiency of these partnerships?  
 Cobb County government has received recognition from municipal professional 
associations, tourism industry publications, and chambers of commerce for its efficiency in 
governing and innovative community building programs. After reviewing several practicum 
project ideas, I met the Cobb County Director of Communications to explore research needs and 
service opportunities within the Cobb Communications Department, the arm of the government 
tasked with communicating awards, news and policy changes that impact county residents.  This 
department provided a two-hour overview of the Cobb County hierarchy and tour of facilities, 
which led me toward two main partnerships examined in this paper. The first being the Cobb 
Community Collaborative, a 501c3 designated nonprofit consortium which oversees the Cobb 
County Human Services Grant Review and Funding Allocation processes. The second is the 
Community Development Block Grant program, which is the mechanism for federal grant 
dollars to pass through the Cobb County Board of Commissioners review to assist nonprofit 
organizations serving citizens of Cobb County.  
 The case study that follows answers the aforementioned research questions via the 
evaluation of personnel structure, budget, and grantee applications processes for both the Cobb 
Collaborative and the Community Development Block Grant Program Office. A review of how 
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these two entities interact with the Cobb County government through the Cobb County Board of 
Commissioners is included.  Both entities were made aware that a small-scale program 
evaluation would be the result of their interactions with this researcher, though no formal 
agreements were reached for the publication of findings to either organization’s staff or Board 
members.  
 It should be noted, however, that the researcher did commit to producing a series of 
citizen-friendly articles explaining the County government’s partnership with nonprofit entities. 
These articles would be used by the Communications Department for its print, web and e-mail 
publications as needed at an undetermined date. If printed before my final presentation date, 
these articles produced for Cobb County government publications will be included in the final 
presentation.  No remunerations were exchanged or discussed for the production of these articles.  
 
 
Purpose of the Study 
 
 According to the National Center for Charitable Statistics, in 2008, Georgia had 27,973 
nonprofit organizations registered as 501c3 status, and 8,751 other operating nonprofit 
organizations designed to serve the state’s estimated population of 9,685,744. Nationwide, the 
center reports that the number of nonprofit charities registered with the Internal Revenue Service 
was up 63.4 percent in 2008 (NCCS, 2008). While this researcher has a much more narrow 
focus, just within Cobb County, it is important to note the rising national trend of more entities 
claiming tax-exempt status and charitable purposes. These figures may impact the proliferation 
of innovative partnerships between municipalities and nonprofit organizations. By examining the 
work within my own community, and reviewing the literature on similar partnerships, I hope to 
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be more prepared to help contribute to future problem-solving in this arena in my career as a 
public servant.  
 Initially, I intended the purpose of the study to be an evaluation of the nonprofit 
partnerships used by Cobb County government departments to deliver services that the County 
either previously provided, or would like to provide within the scope of its mission, but 
budgetary constraints prohibited them. I had hoped to explore how volunteer-led efforts are 
providing budgetary savings for Cobb County departments. A few examples are: Sheriff’s Office 
Senior Volunteer Program; District Attorney’s Volunteer Probation Officer Program; 
Community Emergency Response Teams trained to respond to disasters in the county; and the 
Meals on Wheels Program. My research revealed that there is no central collection agent or 
department to which these volunteer-based programs report data. Simply put, because there was 
no staff liaison for these programs, gathering meaningful data on their financial impact to the 
County, or interpreting the extent which these programs help the County conserve resources, 
could not be accurately documented. 
 Thus, the purpose of this paper is twofold 1) to help Cobb County citizens to understand 
the efficacy and efficiency of two specific partnerships that exist in the County, and 2) enable 
readers to understand the core benefits and differences between a public-nonprofit partnership 
and a public-private partnership.  By meeting these two objectives, I hope to educate fellow 
students, neighbors, and community members on the work being done by local public servants 
that often goes undocumented. Too often, public employees are the subjects of citizen criticism, 
and the processes of local government are seen as ineffectual. Perhaps an increased 
understanding of the steps that our County employees take to fairly review citizen needs and 
administer taxpayers’ money to nonprofits meeting those needs will help reduce this criticism.  
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Literature Review 
 
 
Government may turn to nonprofits to undertake activities that require reaching local 
populations with culturally sensitive materials or to avoid building up staff for short-term 
projects. Nonprofits provide a way for governments to devolve programs either directly or 
through state and local authorities and provide services without incurring government salary 
scales and bureaucratic red tape (Boris and Steuerle, 2006, 25). 
  
 A growing body of literature details how municipalities benefit the nonprofit sector’s 
bottom line with direct grants for needed services. The National Center for Charitable Statistics 
(NCCS) estimates that:  
Federal, state, and local government spending directed to nonprofits 
amounted to $207.8 billion in 1997, including Medicare, Medicaid, and 
government grants. In 1999, government grants only made up about 8 percent 
of revenue for all reporting charities (about $59 billion), but represented a 
higher proportion for human service, international, and public benefit 
organizations. This, of course, does not include the government money from 
Medicare and Medicaid, and the revenue from contracts for providing 
services directly to the government, which are reported under program 
service revenues (Urban Institute, 2009).  
 
As previously noted, nonprofit organizations frequently partner with municipal agencies 
for mutual beneficence.  A review of the literature suggests that the greatest tendency for these 
symbiotic relationships occurs within the realm of education.  School systems, universities, and 
private colleges frequently partner.  As Kennedy (2005, 18) suggests that: “Besides gaining 
access to new, modern facilities, schools can show through their partnerships that they are an 
active integral part of the community, and that they are committed to using taxpayer funds and 
community resources efficiently.”  
Within social science publications, the term “public-private partnership” has been given 
tremendous analysis. Bailey (1994) defines a public-private partnership in urban regeneration as 
“the mobilization of a coalition of interests drawn from more than one sector in order to prepare 
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and oversee an agreed strategy for regeneration of a defined area (Bailey, 1994, 293). Osbourne 
(2000) references Linder and Rosenau’s definition of public-private partnerships to be “the 
formation of cooperative relationships between government, profit-making firms, and nonprofit 
private organizations to fulfill a policy function” (2000, 87).  
In describing these partnerships, Osborne provides an in-depth summary of how they are 
categorized by economists, politicians, and academics (among other evaluators). Osbourne and 
his sources agree that global summations about such partnerships should be avoided because of 
the tremendous variance in 1) how these collaborations are formed, 2) when they are formed in 
the policy making process, and 3) how the partnerships are used to govern a unique municipality.  
Throughout his text, Osbourne (2000) does a thorough job of summarizing the ways in which 
partnerships are studied by examining commonalities in structure (hierarchical or non-
hierarchical); purpose (endogenous or exogenous); aims (economic or non-economic); formality 
(legally binding or contractual vs. informal); and timeframe of formation (what stage of policy 
implementation the partnership begins).     
 A fundamental obstacle for public and nonprofit partnerships documented by many 
researchers is explained in the theory of financial “crowding out.” Or more specifically, the 
displacement of philanthropic donations that occurs when government dollars enter an 
organization’s financial support stream. Brooks (2004) depicts this trend to be more common 
among some nonprofit sectors such as social welfare and arts and culture than others, e.g., public 
health. “Depending on the type of nonprofit activity, a dollar of government funding to 
nonprofits tends to result in the displacement of between 15 and 40 cents in private giving” 
(Brooks, 2004, 5). This financial trend is also believed to have greater, more intangible, 
consequences as loyal donors quite often have a pattern of being volunteers. So, if a government 
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entity gives grant money to XYZ nonprofit to keep a program afloat, then those dollars which 
were once provided by a pool of individual donors are now gone and so are the priceless hours of 
volunteerism provided by those donors.  
 Additionally, this author shared the curiosity of Gazeley and Brudney (2007) who 
explored the reasons why local governments and nonprofits choose to partner “particularly when 
those relationships are not governed by formal contracts or grants” (389). These authors 
examined “commonalities and differences in the expressed goals and reported achievements of 
public-private partnerships involving local governments and nonprofit organizations” (390). 
More succinctly, they defined a public-private partnership as one in which both actors make 
resource contributions and both share responsibility for the outcomes.   
 The Georgia government leaders and nonprofit administrators surveyed by Gazeley and 
Brudney cited legal requirements as the primary reason for collaboration, but both sectors 
differed on why these partnerships are valuable.   
Nonprofit executives place a greater emphasis than government managers on 
using partnerships to gain new resources and to build the relationships that 
presumably help them to gain resources…government respondents are 
substantially more likely to agree about other cost benefits of collaboration: to 
express interest in gaining professional expertise through partnerships and to view 
partnerships as a means for avoiding competition (Gazeley and Brudney, 2007, 
393).  
 
Their article goes on to examine the characteristics of partnerships to assert that similar types of 
nonprofit-government partnerships share similar concerns—positively impacting contributions to 
service improvements and increased citizen satisfaction. However, the feelings of 
accomplishment by what the partnership has achieved is not always mutual. “Nonprofit 
executives are more likely overall to cite obstacles to collaboration … an more negative than city 
and county managers about what they achieve” (Gazeley and Brudney, 2007, 410). 
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 In my research, this negativity and lack of collaboration did not appear to play a factor.  
However, since there was no mechanism for either Cobb County or its partnership organizations 
to provide feedback in a controlled data collection environment, I will not assert that these 
collaborations exist without negative consequences. A more detailed examination of Cobb 
County’s processes (accounts receivable, accounts payable, documentation routing, etc.) and a 
more thorough impact assessment could produce recommendations for increased efficiency and 
effectiveness in government-nonprofit relationships. However, this is a recommendation for 
another study.  
 
Methodology 
 
 
A. Type of Experimental Design to be Used 
 
 This researcher is employing a case study method for this study primarily because the 
goal is to produce an intense examination of a narrowly defined entity—Cobb County 
government. Through a qualitative descriptive research, the aim is to produce a detailed 
information about how this local government entity is partnering with nonprofit organizations to 
provide pertinent services to its citizens.  
 A multi-modal approach to this case study is underway including 1) interviews with 
agency heads within Cobb County, and with nonprofit organization directors and board 
members, and 2) protocol analysis of both the processes used by Cobb County and its nonprofit 
partners. 
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B. Unit of Analysis and any Ethical Considerations 
 
 The primary units of analysis are: 1) Cobb County, 2) Cobb Community Collaborative, 
and 3) Cobb Community Development Block Grant Program Office. These units of analysis are 
described below.   
 
1) Cobb County government, 100 Cherokee Street, Marietta, Georgia – A governing 
body located within the Metropolitan Atlanta Area containing approximately 670,000 
residents. Major municipalities in Cobb include Acworth, Austell, Kennesaw, Marietta, 
Powder Springs, and Smyrna. Incorporated in 1832 as Georgia’s 84th county, Cobb is 
named after Thomas Willis Cobb, U.S. Representative and U.S. Senator and Superior 
Court Judge (Cobb County government, 2010).  
 
2) Cobb Community Collaborative, 995 Roswell Street, Suite 326, Marietta, Georgia – 
A consortium of nonprofit organizations serving residents of Cobb County, which is a 
registered 501c3 organization. Member organizations are eligible to apply for two-year 
grants of funds provided by the Cobb County government. Grantees agree to send an 
executive from their organization to serve on a Site Review Team, which audits other 
nonprofit organizations who are grantees.  
 
3) Community Development Block Grant Program Office, 127 Church Street, Suite 
270, Marietta, Georgia – Recipient of Federal Block Grants which awards them to sub-
recipient agencies, that meet guidelines published by the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. The office is led by W. Frank Newton Inc, a private company that 
administers a competitive grant program and provides a recommendation to the Cobb 
County Board of Commissioners annually on which grantees should be chosen and how 
much should be awarded to each agency. Allocations are based on HUD formulas. 
Nonprofits receiving CDBG funds provide a variety of services including, after-school 
programs, day care, domestic violence and family crisis intervention, emergency shelter, 
literacy training, senior services, and transportation.  
 
 
C. Selection of Population and Sampling Procedures 
 Population sampling procedures were not necessary for this project because it is a case 
study type of evaluation. No quantifiable analysis is planned. Research units were selected due to 
geography, and my personal connection to Cobb County as a resident and taxpayer. 
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D. Variables and Operational Definitions 
 The Cobb Community Collaborative has 120 members, however, some are schools, 
businesses or individuals. Therefore, any reference to members of this collaborative is not 
uniquely a reference to a nonprofit organization nor to a registered 501c3 entity.  
 For the purposes of this study, I will use the definition of a public-private partnership 
given by Peters (1998) in Gazeley and Brundney (2007, 391) such that: 
• The partnership involves two actors, at least one of which is public (Cobb County), 
• Each of the actors can bargain on its own behalf, 
• The partnership involves a long-term, enduring relationship, 
• Each actor makes contributions to the partnership, and 
• All actors share responsibility for the outcomes. 
 
 
E. Methods of Data Analysis 
 
Interviews – The primary source for obtaining data was personal interviews conducted either via 
phone and email,  or in person from January 19, 2010 through April 12, 2010. Data received 
from community contacts were reviewed and interviews are transcribed below. Supplemental 
materials given by these individuals are included in the Appendices section.  
 
Findings 
 The primary goal of this case study is to examine two partnerships that Cobb County 
government is currently engaged in and to provide an overview of the similarities and differences 
in these partnerships. Through the interviews below, I will detail the administrative structure and 
processes used by the Cobb Community Collaborative and the Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) Program Office to award Cobb County General Fund dollars as well as state and 
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federal dollars to nonprofit organizations.  A summary analysis of these findings is contained in 
the conclusion section.   
 The author found it both noteworthy and laudatory that all the individuals contacted for 
this project were gracious with their time and quickly forthcoming with documentation to 
support their explanations.  Seasonally, this project and my requests for their input fell in peak 
seasons of activity for both organizations. The Cobb Collaborative held a Board of Directors 
retreat in early February, and opened its 2010 grant cycle on February 11 with a public notice of 
funding availability.  The organization hosted two public training meetings in March, and grant 
applications are due on April 29, 2010.  This time of year is filled with phone calls, e-mails and 
visits from potential grantees and the agency’s limited staff (see organizational chart in 
Appendix B) was generous with squeezing me into the calendar.  Likewise for the CDBG team, 
led by W. Frank Newton Inc., it opened the grant process for 3 of the 4 major programs it 
administered in February, with applications due on April 1, 2010.   An eager graduate student 
asking for documents and graphs could have easily been brushed aside or placed in the “not now 
but later” order of business. This was not the case. In fact all requests were granted within one to 
three business days.  The dedication and professional ethics demonstrated in these actions cannot 
be quantified but are worthy of mention to this investigator.  
 
January 19, 2010 at 10 a.m.   
  I arrived at the Cobb County Communications Department to meet AikWah Leow, 
publications director. She escorted me through County offices and provided the Cobb County 
Commissioner’s Handbook, which contains an executive summary of all Cobb County 
departments. We discussed the practicum proposal submitted to the Public Administration 
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Department at KSU in October of 2009. She provided me with a schedule of Board of 
Commissioners’ meetings. From this meeting it was determined further that investigations were 
needed at both the Cobb Community Collaborative Program Office and at the Community 
Development Block Grant Program Office. Ms. Leow’s supervisor, Robert Quigley, 
subsequently e-mailed me the contact information for David Carriker, immediate Past President 
of the Cobb Community Collaborative Board of Directors, and Nick Autorina, Managing 
Director of the CDBG Program Office. She offered assistance with setting up meetings with 
CDBG or any other county offices as needed throughout the project.  
 
February 4, 2010 at 3 p.m.  
 
I met with David Carriker, Regional Vice President of the Boys and Girls Clubs of Metro 
Atlanta in his office, 529 Manget Street, Marietta. He explained a brief history of the Cobb 
Community Collaborative, and informed me that he is serving the final year of a three-year 
Board of Directors’ commitment. He explained that one of the primary assets the Collaborative 
provides to the County is a vetted grant review process by professionals in the nonprofit industry. 
As part of the 2-year grant process, nonprofit organizations serving Cobb County residents must 
participate in peer-reviews of other agencies receiving grant funds. Mr. Carriker noted that site 
teams are composed of 4 individuals who invest approximately 3 hours of their time for 10 site 
visits during the Collaborative’s review process.  
Data from these peer reviews are presented to the Cobb County Board of Commissioners 
in the form of a recommendation to allocate a particular funding formula to winning applicants.  
Based on its availability of funds, the Cobb Board of Commissioners either approves the 
recommendation or amends it.  For these services, the Collaborative receives a “small 
remuneration” which is “small fraction” of the Collaborative’s operating expenses, according to 
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Mr. Carriker. He also explained that the Collaborative has three paid employees and 
recommended that I contact Joan O’Connell, the program’s Executive Director for financial or 
personnel specifics about the organization.  Furthermore, he indicated that the Collaborative was 
in the “busiest time of year” preparing for the grant process to open, and recommended that I 
contact Ms. O’Connell after February 9, since she would be leading a Board of Directors’ retreat 
in preparation for this grant cycle. Mr. Carriker also noted the Collaborative helps produce a 
needs assessment document outlying the needs of Cobb County nonprofit organizations.  
 
February 12, 2010 at 3:30 p.m.                                         
  
 I met with Nick Autorina, Managing Director of the Community Development Block 
Grant Program Office, 127 Church Street, Marietta. He explained that the program administers 
approximately $20 million in federal assistance grants to 41 organizations serving the citizens of 
Cobb County. Mr. Autorina explained that eligible programs include those where at least 51 
percent of participants are considered “low-income,” according to guidelines provided by the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. These programs include: Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program; Home Investment Partnership Act (HOME) Program; American Dream 
Downpayment Initiative (ADDI); and the Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) Program. He further 
explained that the application process is now open for potential grantees and would continue 
through April for these various programs.  
When asked what the primary benefits are of the CDBG’s partnership with the Cobb 
County Board of Commissioners, Mr. Autorina explained an example of his program that helps 
all municipalities in Cobb meeting compliance with regulations of the American’s with 
Disabilities Act. Adding wheelchair ramps, elevators or expanded doorways to older County 
facilities, which were built prior to ADA regulations is one example of a county-wide benefit. 
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This researcher explained the purpose of her study, which is to examine the benefits of 
Cobb County’s partnership with nonprofit organizations.  Mr. Autorina clarified that he is an 
employee of a private consulting firm, W. Frank Newton, Inc., which administers CDBG grants 
to nonprofit organizations.  He explained that his firm is not a 501c3 designated nonprofit entity, 
but it is a private company that employs 40 individuals and manages CDBG programs in four 
Georgia counties (Cobb, Gwinnett, Henry, and Clayton) and one Georgia city government 
(Dalton). He stated that in Cobb, his firm employs a team of 14 workers, and noted that his firm 
has an annual operating budget of $1 million for all five programs. After this overview, he 
presented this researcher with an agency organization chart (see the Appendices section). He 
then elaborated on several benefits of the private-public partnership of W. Frank Newton, Inc. 
and the Cobb County Government.  
According to Mr. Autorina, one of the primary benefits to Cobb County is personnel cost 
savings.  Since the program is administered by a private entity, the County bears none of the 
human resources salary or benefit costs. Additionally, he noted that his office can avoid 
bureaucratic processes in hiring individuals, thus expediting the time to hire, increasing the 
salary, and recruiting and retaining a “higher caliber of educated individuals.” He noted, with no 
disrespect to his municipal clients, that the advanced degrees of many of his staff members 
would not be possible with the salary available via the County’s revenue collections.  
On the advisory capacity versus employee capacity, he observed that the value of his 
work is mainly as a “recommendation” to the Board of Commissioners from an independent 
party with a “subject matter expertise in Federal Block Grants” as opposed to a report delivered 
by an “attached department” within the County infrastructure. The latter structure, he noted, 
could be contaminated by inherent bias, or could adversely be affected by an internal employee’s 
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fear of retribution.  On autonomy, as an independent entity serving the county in a consulting 
role, the CDBG Office maintains a wider birth to lobby lawmakers for the needs of Cobb County 
and the municipalities it represents than a public employee-county department would maintain. 
 Before our meeting concluded, Mr. Autorina provided me with a copy of the Cobb 
County CDBG Program Office Monthly Management Report for December of 2009. This 34-
page document details reimbursement receipts for each of the grant recipients in Cobb County 
CDBG grants. He explained that a measure of his firm’s success is found by examining Cobb’s 
CDBG expenditure ratio, which is 0.082. Best practices dictate that this number should be below 
1.5, meaning that the amount of federal dollars left in CDBG coffers after grant awards have 
been made is less than 1.5 percent of its total assets. He recommended that I speak with Kathy 
Brown in the Cobb County Economic Development Office for the County’s perspective on the 
relationship with the CDBG Program Office and W. Frank Newton, Inc.  
 
February 16, 2010 at 3:30 p.m. 
 I met with Joan O’Connell, Executive Director of the Cobb Community Collaborative in 
her office and explained the goal of my research. She offered to e-mail any documents needed to 
help detail the composition of the Collaborative or its relationship with Cobb County 
government.  She explained that the Collaborative is a nonprofit entity designed to help increase 
coordination between community organizations (schools, churches, social service nonprofits or 
the businesses which serve these agencies) and to provide professional trainings to support these 
organizations.  Members of the Collaborative (currently 37) receive discounts on workshops, 
announcements of community grants and funding opportunities, and networking with agencies 
targeting a similar or complementary demographic than their own.   
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 Since its inception, the Collaborative has evolved and it now utilizes its relationship with 
member organizations’ documentation to help local, regional and federal agencies better 
understand the social service and health needs of citizens. The Collaborative’s Policy Council for 
Children & Families is one such example, which was created in 1999 to provide oversight of a 
funding award from the Family Connection Partnership (FCP). The FCP is a public-private 
partnership created by the State of Georgia and funders from the private sector to assist 
communities in addressing the serious challenges facing Georgia's children and families.  All 
159 counties in Georgia receive funding from the Family Connection Partnership to operate a 
Collaborative entity focused on improving the lives of children and families.  The Cobb 
Community Collaborative is the Family Connection Site for Cobb (Cobb Collaborative, 2009). 
 The cornerstone of the partnership between the Cobb County and the Cobb Collaborative 
began in 1997 when the Cobb Board of Commissioners requested that 
the Cobb Community Collaborative develop and oversee a process for evaluating Cobb 
County non-profit grant requests. In an effort to ensure community involvement in the 
review process, the Collaborative was empowered to coordinate a team of community 
representatives from non-profit agencies in Cobb. The mission of the peer evaluation 
process was to review grant applications, make site visits and present their 
recommendations to the Peer Evaluation Committee (PEC) (Cobb Collaborative, 2009).   
 
 Since then, the Collaborative has developed a thorough grant application and peer review 
process. Grants made possible by Cobb County revenues are announced by the Collaborative 
annually based on the County’s fiscal solvency and ability to disperse funds (see Appendix A). 
Eligible nonprofits include those seeking program funding that will directly benefit Cobb County 
residents. The 2009-10 grant process awarded a total of $1,206,199 to nonprofits with service 
areas including: the arts, health and human services, youth services, senior programs, domestic 
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violence intervention and legal aid. Nonprofits who are awarded funds receive both a grant 
review and a site visit which are coordinated by the Cobb Collaborative.  
 Mrs. O’Connell explained that for provision of these services, Cobb County government 
pays the Collaborative approximately $41,400 annually, which is 13 percent of the 
Collaborative’s funding base. Two full-time and three part-time staff support the work of the 
Collaborative with project consultants and interns brought in on an as-needed basis (see 
Appendix B).  
 
March 16, 2010 at 9:30 a.m. 
 
 Based on the referral from Mr. Autorina, I called Kathy Brown in the Cobb County 
Finance Department.  She was not available, so I spoke with Laurie Ferguson, Accountant II, for 
the department. I explained the goal of my research and asked if perhaps she would be able to 
help me in Mrs. Brown’s absence. Mrs. Ferguson self-described her role in the County as the 
“internal auditor” for the grant process with recipients of grant dollars awarded through the Cobb 
Collaborative. In this role, she sends out award letters to grant recipients, tracks agency contracts 
through the required offices within government offices, ensures that all agencies receive copies 
of signed contracts, and disperses all grant funds to the nonprofit agencies.  She explained that 
grantees are awarded funds through a reimbursable grant, that is, they must first expend dollars, 
and then submit their receipts to show how dollars were used in support of their program (see 
examples in Appendices E, F, G). Some agencies are paid on a monthly basis for standing needs, 
such as salaries or administrative expenses, while other agencies ask for their grant in one lump 
sum toward the end of Cobb County’s fiscal year (October 1- September 30). Mrs. Ferguson 
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noted that any dollars awarded to an agency which were not requested by October 8 of any given 
year would be forfeited, however, she was not aware that this had ever occurred.  
 In an attempt to better explain the partnership and exchange that occurs between Cobb 
County and the Cobb Collaborative, I requested that Mrs. Ferguson send me both an award letter 
(see Appendix E) and a reimbursement request (Appendix F) from a nonprofit organization 
awarded via the Collaborative’s grant cycle. She requested permission from her supervisors and 
the Cobb County attorney, and released the documents for SafePath Children’s Advocacy 
Center, Inc., a nonprofit organization that provides mental health and medical services, court 
advocacy, and intervention programs for victims of child abuse. She explained that all 
documents are dispersed to recipient agencies via e-mail to conserve resources and to help with 
documenting the timeline. Agencies have 60 days from the time they received the award letter 
and materials from Cobb County to return a signed contract back to her office. (This may seem 
an excessive timeframe, however, it allows the agencies to have their respective board members 
or legal offices review the paperwork.) Once an agency’s materials are received, Mrs. Ferguson 
determines if all requirements have been met, then routes the contract to be signed by the County 
Clerk, the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners, and the County Attorney.  
 
April 12, 2010 at 9 a.m. 
 I called Cathy Brown, Grants Development Specialist for Cobb County, to get the 
county’s perspective on the effectiveness and efficiency of the relationships with the Cobb 
Collaborative and the CDBG. She noted she had been in her current position in the Office of 
Economic Development for four years. In explaining the difference between the Office of 
Budget and Finance, and the Office of Economic Development, she indicated that the later does 
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more planning, forecasting and policy work surrounding the dollars allocated to both the 
Collaborative and the CDBG. “One of our main functions as an office is to determine, from the 
county’s perspective, where do we want the money to go and what problems need immediate 
attention,” she said.  
 Part of Ms. Brown’s role is to serve on a committee which reviews and scores 
applications submitted to the CDBG Program Office.  Other members of this body include 
CDBG staff and a community representative—sometimes from the United Way, the 
Collaborative, or another nonprofit employee whose organization does not have a current 
application pending.  (This cross-pollination with the Cobb Collaborative is a benefit to both 
organizations as it strengthens their relationship with the County and it helps all parties gain a 
more in-depth understanding of the nonprofit organizations’ work.)  The review committee’s 
recommendations for which agencies should receive CDBG funding are presented to the Cobb 
County Board of Commissioners in the form of an agenda item for approval, which is very 
similar to the process used by the Cobb Collaborative.  Seldom is this recommended funding 
formula denied, according to Ms. Brown. However, there have been occasions when emergency 
situations presented by nonprofits (flooding, fire, roof leaks, etc.) have required “tweaking” of 
this committee’s final report before it was presented to the Board of Commissioners.  
 On the contract with W. Frank Newton, Ms. Brown explained that the company’s 
provision of CDBG services comes “free” to Cobb County.  Regardless of whether County 
employees or Newton employees were administering the program, the federal government allows 
each program administered to pay a percentage of grant funds to an administrative entity.  The 
primary benefit of having Newton administer the program, Ms. Brown said, is that it operates on 
a smaller margin than the maximum allowed by the federal government. This affirmed the 
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previous statements on the subject by Mr. Autorina. As evidence to this, she pointed me toward 
the CDBG’s monthly report (see Appendix K) and the 0.802 expenditure ratio.  “In a lot of cases, 
10% of the grant can be for administrative costs and W. Frank Newton consistently comes in 
significantly less than that on all 12 programs [it administers] for us,” she said.  
 Another specific benefit of CDBG  partnership, Ms. Brown, noted is the competency of 
staff.  Since W. Frank Newton contracts with four other counties and a city municipality, the 
company centralizes revenues and is able to hire specialists in each grant area. The specialists 
“are able to develop specialized knowledge they need for each program, so for us that means 
there is a point person for each program at CDBG. There is a planner who can do all the notices 
for public hearings and an accountant to do all the tracking in the federal system. Each one of 
those programs has specific criteria, regulations, etc.,” she said.   
 Ms. Brown noted that a monthly report provided by the CDBG Program office includes a 
significant events section and an expenditure report on each program (see Appendix L). This 
monthly report is a formal summation of the contractor’s progress, and it provides the Board of 
Commissioners with a quick reference on the timeliness of expenditures for each program. 
Meanwhile, Ms. Brown noted,  a key element of the relationships efficiency is proximity of the 
County to the CDBG Program Office. Geographically they are two blocks from one another.  
 I asked Ms. Brown if the model used by the Cobb Collaborative (a non-profit 
organization utilizing volunteer efforts) would be as effective or more so to administer CDBG 
programs (instead of a private contractor collecting administrative fees).  Her primary reasoning 
why such a partnership would not be advantageous would be the intense time and expertise 
needed to meet federal requirements of the grants. Such a level of regulation could not be 
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entrusted to a panel of volunteers, who quite frankly might not be accurate if not held 
accountable to the process because they were not paid to do so.  
 I inquired about the benefits of the opposite scenario—why not hire the CDBG program 
staff to do the work the Cobb Collaborative does in evaluating grantees? She noted that funds 
paid to the Collaboritive for administering the competitive grant review come from an entirely 
different source that the CDBG administrative fees. The Collaborative’s $41,000 comes from the 
Cobb County’s General Fund (see Appendix D). “In general, you don’t want to pay a contractor 
out of general funds to decide which agencies get more money out of general fund. This is 
simply not a good use of taxpayer resources,” she said. Furthermore, the Collaborative’s 
composition of nonprofit executives provides a layer of expertise which is not present within the 
CDBG program staff. 
 As a member of the Planning and Evaluation Committee at the Collaborative, Ms. Brown 
helps devise  the application and instructions for potential grantees. One of the drawbacks to the 
grant evaluation process, she says, is a lack of consistency among evaluators. “When you have a 
large group of people, and each team evaluates differently. I may be pickier about things than 
you are so my score numbers may be different than yours,” she said. “We try to make it as 
objective as possible but there is always the ‘humanness’ factor.”  
 Additionally, she noted the Collaborative grant process suffers from some unintentional 
bias due to the experience levels (or lack of experience) of nonprofit staff who complete the 
application. Trainings are provided annually by the Collaborative, however, some agencies do 
not employ full-time grant staff. “Some non-profits are not experienced in completing 
applications. That just is not where their talents lay,” she said. “So we try to get them to do it as 
completely as possible.” 
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Conclusion 
 After a thorough examination of both partnerships, this author asserts that Cobb County 
citizens should take great pride in how their government has designed two unique arms of 
service delivery for the nonprofit sector. The Cobb Community Collaborative is a unique 
partnership of entities (corporate, public, religious, and non-profit) that collectively seek 
community improvement by sharing knowledge and training resources. I would characterize the 
Collaborative’s partnership with its local government as a natural evolution of the benevolence 
of Cobb County’s citizens.  The elected officials in Cobb bear a thick resume of service on 
nonprofit boards and volunteerism at grassroots service organizations. But one could argue that 
is the case with most elected officials—they get into office because they have positive name 
recognition among many circles as a public servant.  The grantee review process orchestrated by 
the Collaborative has numerous safeguards in place to ensure a thorough review of grantees 
occurs by a body of subject matter experts familiar with the issues in nonprofit program 
administration. Furthermore, the process is structured to remove biases that may be inherent 
from simply a Board of Commissioners review. 
 As to the CDBG and Cobb County partnership, this author was initially quite skeptical 
that the process was the best and most efficient way to distribute federal dollars.  Upon the 
completion of this four-month examination of the program, I am proud to renounce that 
skepticism and endorse the team at Cobb CDBG Program Office. The entrepreneurial nature of 
W. Frank Newton, Inc., which began this unique symbiotic relationship in 1982, should be 
replicated in other metro areas.  The County’s most recent contract with the company was signed 
in 2005 as a one-year contract with a maximum of four, one-year extensions allowed. This means 
that Ms. Brown’s office and the County’s legal team are currently in the process of reissuing the 
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RFP for the partnership. She was kind enough to send the draft of this document (see Appendix 
I). This author calls the reader to the highlighted section of this draft where the County indicates 
that the intent of the partnership is to have a contractor that provides “professional advice and 
hands-on full administration.” The parameters outlined in this preliminary contract will prove 
extremely difficult for any competitor of W. Frank Newton, Inc. to meet. Furthermore, the 
county’s growth since the 1980s (when the relationship began) means an increase in citizens who 
meet the Housing and Urban Development formulas at the core of the CDBG grants. This growth, 
and subsequently, the increased need for administration of grant dollars, further cements the 
county’s need for W. Frank Newton, Inc.  Moreover, increasing federal regulations dictate that 
Cobb, and other grant-receiving counties, find grant administrators with higher standards for 
expertise. This will become more and more challenging for local governments to do with in-
house staff.   
 A final point of consideration asked by one of my MPA professors, who I discussed this 
project with should be included. If the CDBG partnership as run by W. Newton, Inc. is so 
effective, efficient and functional, then why do we not see this type of relationship more often? 
Ms. Brown and Mr. Autorina both explained that Cobb, Clayton, Gwinnett, and Henry 
Counties—the areas that W. Frank Newton, Inc. administers federal program grants for county 
governments—are unique in that they receive a typically higher than average amount of federal 
funds. Georgia’s other counties that receive these types of grants get lesser amounts, making it 
fiscally a disadvantage to outsource the administration of these programs. Another reason the 
model is not more prevalent is the human resources expense of recruiting, hiring, and 
maintaining benefits for county employees to administer grants. When these federal programs 
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fall out of political favor and are cut, the county can no longer afford to retain the staff and 
redirecting their expertise to other jobs is difficult and likely not possible.  
 Additionally, the current political climate created by the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act introduces several new elements which this author hopes that future research 
will explore. For Cobb County, in 2010, the act meant over $10 million in new programs (see 
Appendix L) and an increased bevy of federal stipulations on those dollars. I predict that this 
increased level of federal financial stimulation at the local level will make fertile ground for 
growing competitors of W. Frank Newton, Inc.  An idea for future researchers would be to 
examine the HUD formulas and CDBG grant amounts of the clients of W. Frank Newton, Inc., 
and to find similar communities across the nation. Are there similar partnerships in these 
communities among a private entity and local municipality? With only one semester available to 
scratch the surface of this subject, this researcher regretfully was not able to complete such a 
broad analysis. It is hoped that the holistic case study provided herein informs Cobb citizens 
about the their community and inspires other researchers as much as it did this one.    
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APPENDICES  
Appendix A 
Organizational Chart of Cobb Collaborative as provided by the organization February, 2010 
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Appendix B 
Cobb County Grant Allocations to Nonprofit Organizations. Source: Cobb Community Collaborative, 
February 2010 
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Appendix C 
Cobb County Grant Awards given in FY 09‐10. Source: Cobb Community Collaborative, February 2010 
Cobb County Non-Profit Grant FY09-10  
Organization Recommendation 
21st Century Leaders $10,120 
African American Golf Foundation $5,000 
Aviation Museum & Discovery Center $5,000 
Big Brothers Big Sisters $13,340 
Blind & Low Vision Services $10,373 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Cobb County $77,221 
Camp Kudzu $5,000 
Celebrate Life International $13,800 
Cobb  Habitat for Humanity $66,101 
Cobb Housing, Inc. $19,525 
Cobb Literacy Council $18,501 
Communities In Schools Cobb/Marietta $15,750 
Community Health Center  $7,000 
Devereux GA Treatment Network $13,800 
Enrichment of Life Movement, Inc. $8,280 
Families First, Inc. $10,500 
Girls, Inc. $18,860 
Good Samaritan of Cobb $10,560 
Housemate Match $11,109 
Jewish Family & Career Services $9,000 
Latin American Association $12,298 
Legal Aid of Cobb County $108,014 
MUST Ministries $15,750 
Opportunity Knocks for Youth $5,000 
Osborne Prevention Taskforce $10,120 
Prevent Child Abuse GA $13,056 
Safe America Foundation $13,800 
SafePath Children's Advocacy Center $59,115 
Seamless Garment Ministry $7,000 
Sweetwater Valley C.A.M.P. $12,558 
TellTale Theatre $14,400 
The Center for Children & Young Adults $115,694 
The Center for Family Resources $220,945 
The Center for Pan Asian Comm Services $9,120 
The Cobb Community Foundation $45,360 
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The Edge Connection $9,000 
The Extension $11,808 
The Sheltering Arms $7,000 
Tommy Nobis Center, Inc. $28,530 
Traveler's Aid of Cobb County $21,249 
Turner Hill CDC - Harmony House $7,000 
WellStar Foundation $14,490 
YMCA of Cobb County $8,640 
YWCA of Northwest GA $46,000 
Total  $1,164,787 
Cobb Community Collaborative approved by PEC  $41,412 
Total Recommendation $1,206,199 
 
Appendix D 
Letter of Recommendation to Cobb County Board of Commissioners from Cobb Collaborative. Source: 
Cobb Community Collaborative, February 2010 
 
August 11, 2008 
 
Sam Olens, Chairman 
Cobb County Board of Commissioners 
100 Cherokee Street, Suite 300 
Marietta, GA 30090 
 
Dear Chairman Olens: 
 
We are pleased to report that the Cobb Community Collaborative (CCC) has completed the Cobb County 
Non‐Profit Grant Peer Review Process for FY09‐10.  Attached are our funding recommendations for 
submission to the Board of Commissioners.  
The following outlines the grant participation for FY 09‐10:  
• 118 individuals attending 2 RFP sessions 
• Grant applications received‐ 12 new, 39 returning= 51 total ( one applicant was removed from 
this process since funds were available from a different county source) = 50 applications 
received for review 
• Total funding requests‐ returning‐ $1,276,584, new‐ $175,280, Collaborative‐   $41,412 
• Total requests‐ $1,493,276, funds available $1,206,199, difference between requests and 
available funds= $287,077 
• 51 volunteers were recruited, trained and participated on peer review teams 
• 28 volunteers participated on the Peer Evaluation Committee (PEC) consisting of team leaders 
and the Collaborative Board of Directors 
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The peer review process is coordinated by our Planning & Evaluation Committee which meets monthly 
to review, revise and refine the grant documents and establish funding criteria. Committee members 
join other volunteers to form the Peer Review Committee who are responsible for scoring grant 
applications and conducting site visits.  The Peer Evaluation Committee (PEC) completes the final stage 
of the review process which allocates funding recommendations for each applicant. 
During the last funding cycle we instituted a concern process which gave applicants an opportunity to 
review the rating forms and comments made by the Peer Evaluation Committee and to voice their 
concerns and questions.  During this funding cycle we received eleven letters of concern which resulted 
in nine score changes. 
Significant improvements were made during the FY 09‐10 process such as: 
• Two mandatory RFP training sessions were held rather than one, which allowed greater 
participation  
• Revised application and rating forms made the documents more consistent and easier to 
understand 
• Updated Instruction Manual and Frequently Asked Questions were distributed to all applicants 
• All rating forms were sent by certified mail so we could track delivery. 
 
The funding recommendations were approved by Collaborative members on July 16, 2008 and the list is 
attached showing $1,164,787 recommended for applicants.  In addition, $41, 412 was approved for the 
Collaborative which was removed from the traditional funding process in 2006.  Funds will allow the 
Collaborative to continue coordination of the Peer Review Process, consolidate homeless services 
through the Policy Council on Homelessness and continue information and resource distribution through 
email and website.  Total funding recommendation is $1,206,199.  
On behalf of the CCC membership, we appreciate the County Commissioners entrusting us with this 
collaborative process which allows a diverse cross section of non‐profit leaders to participate in the 
county non‐profit funding process.  If you should have any questions or comments, please contact Joan 
O’Connell at 770 514‐7213 or Steven Yates at 770 499‐3503. 
Sincerely, 
Steven Yates                                                                                  Joan O’Connell 
Chair, Planning & Evaluation                                                       Executive Director   
Susan Wootton 
Chair, Cobb Community Collaborative 
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Appendix E 
Example of Award letter to grantee 
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Appendix F 
Sample of Reimbursement Receipt for Grantee of Grant Process Administrated by Cobb Collaborative for 
Cobb County 
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Appendix G 
Sample of Expense Statement submitted by Grantee 
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Appendix H 
CDBG APPENDICES  
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Appendix I 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - DRAFT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES FOR HUD 
AND OTHER GRANT PROGRAMS 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Cobb County Government (County) requests proposals from qualified professional consultants to 
administer Housing and Urban Development (HUD), State, and other grant programs for the 
County.  It is the intent of the County to retain a Contractor who will provide professional advice 
and hands-on full administration of these grant programs. The Contractor must insure that grant 
operations are in full compliance with all legal and regularity provisions and meet the goals of the 
funding agency and Cobb County. 
 
Cobb County has in recent years experienced growing diversity among its nearly 700,000 
residents and their needs and interests. The Cobb County Board of Commissioners has designated 
that the day-to-day administration of HUD, State, and other grant programs be processed through 
the use of an independent contractor rather than the use of in-house County staff, although 
County staff provide oversight and direction.  Additionally, all six cities located within the 
County currently elect to have their programs of these types administered through the County and 
its contracted administrator.  Further, Cobb County is the lead agency for the Georgia Urban 
County Consortium (GUCC) HOME administered grants for Cobb County and the City of 
Marietta,  
 
1.1  Service Description  
 
The successful proposer shall implement HUD and other Federal, State and local grant programs 
for Cobb County, including the following: 
 
 Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) 
 Community Services Block Grants (CSBG) 
 Emergency Shelter Grants (ESG) 
 Home Investment Partnership Act Grants (HOME) 
 Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) 
 Federal Emergency Management (FEMA) 
 Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) 
 Homelessness Prevention and Rapid Re-Housing Program (HPRP) 
 Energy Efficiency and Block Grant Program (EECBG) 
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Should Cobb County become the recipient of any new grant funds during the performance period 
of an executed administration contract, at the option of the County, the contract could be 
amended to include the administration services for the new program(s).  Likewise, if any of the 
grant funds now received, or grant programs now in place, are terminated during the performance 
period of a contract, the contract will be modified accordingly.  Professional administration fees 
associated with the addition or deletion of program(s) will be negotiated between Cobb County 
and the contractor, and shall be limited to costs determined to be reasonable by Cobb County. 
1.2   Service Provision 
 
The objective of the County is to secure a firm that will plan, administer, and monitor the 
County’s HUD and other grant programs in accordance with all Federal, State and local 
requirements.  The successful bidder will provide the following general functions for all grants 
identified in this Request for Proposal (RFP). 
 
 Develop, apply, and manage grant programs. 
 Submit timely program progress reports. 
 Submit monthly calendar of scheduled events and public hearings. 
 Coordinate accounting requirements between the County and other agencies. 
 Use the County’s purchasing system to contract for goods and services. 
 Secure grant payment drawdowns and insure obligations to the grant programs 
are paid in a timely manner. 
 Monitor all programs according to individual grant requirements. 
 Retain and make all grant associated records available to Cobb County staff.  
 Provide an adequate number of experienced, qualified and capable personnel. 
 
 
1.3   Term  
 
The initial term of the agreement shall be for three (3) years starting October 1, 2010 and terminating 
on September 30, 2013, with an option to renew for two (2) additional one (1) year periods, these being 
October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014 and October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2015.  Any 
option to renew will be made at the sole discretion of the County. The CONTRACT shall automatically 
renew unless the COUNTY gives thirty (30) days prior notice of termination prior to September 30 of any 
year. 
It is anticipated that the Cobb County Board of Commissioners will make an award decision on or about 
Tuesday, June 22, 2010. 
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Appendix J 
ACTIVE GRANT PROJECTS 
 
 
The following table represents the current programs and funding amounts for Cobb County’s grant 
programs. 
 
 
Program        Amount 
 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)    $1,723,078 
 
CDBG‐Recovery Act       $1,059,525 
 
Justice Assistance Grant (JAG)      $   188,032 
 
JAG‐Recovery  Act       $   767,563 
 
Community Services Block Grant (CSBG)     $   614,916 
 
CSBG‐Recovery Act       $   649,306 
 
Homeless Prevention Rapid Re‐Housing Program (HPRP)   $ 1,337,048 
 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG)   $ 5,288,500 
 
Emergency Food and Shelter Grant (EFSG)    $    222,472 
 
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG)      $    143,337 
 
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP)    $ 1,836,823 
 
Home Investment Partnerships Act (HOME)    $ 2,103,660 
 
TOTAL         $15,934,260 
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Appendix K 
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Appendix L 
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Appendix M 
Comparison of Cobb CDBG Program Office and Cobb Community Collaborative. 
 
 
 
 
 
